Leave it to the experts!

We know that there's a lot of skill involved in organising a successful quiz event.

We’ve been New Zealand’s foremost trivia company since 1998, regularly entrusted with delivering awesome quiz events by many of this country’s finest, including the likes of Air New Zealand, Fletcher Building, SKY TV and Vodafone. We even supply Air New Zealand with their domestic inflight trivia quiz, so back us to know how to deliver you a night of serious hilarity!

We offer several different packages, and a format that is easy to follow which includes a variety of topics and concepts.

Our quizzes are designed to challenge, but not be too ‘brainiac’, and are aimed at young and old, men and women.

Our quiz formats...

We have several different quiz packages, from the multimedia big screen extravaganza to the traditional English pub quiz format.

All formats of the quiz (with the exception of the One Hour Quickie) run for approximately two hours, and include:

- Answer booklets, topic sheets
- Experienced quiz host
- Computerised scoring system
- PA system with microphone and sound equipment

Our quizzes deliver:

- An affordable, entertaining event
- A simple format that is easy to follow
- A wide range of topics so everyone contributes
- Quality point of sale material

The best quiz events! The greatest quiz hosts!

Pub Quiz Nights
Corporate Quiz Events
Conference Entertainment
Fundraising Opportunities
Sports Functions
Club Quiz Evenings
SKY TV NZ Pub Quiz Championships
Weekly Pub Quizzes
Industry Quiz Leagues
Product Launches

Let us organise your quiz event!
Phone 09 523 0492

Check us out online at www.believeitornot.co.nz for more details or chat to our friendly events team on 0800 QUIZ ME (0800 7849 63)
email events@believeitornot.co.nz
Facebook Believe It or Not Quiz Nights

The little book that answers all your QUESTIONS
Our standard contemporary quiz

**BELIEVE IT OR NOT?**

**QUIZ EVENTS**

(Available in all quiz formats)

- **Believe it or Not?**
  - Fantastic entertainment for everyone!

If you have been to one of our weekly pub quiz nights across New Zealand you’ll know they’re a great night out!

Our traditional quiz featuring a wide array of topics, catering for young and old, male and female, from all walks of life.

- Eight rounds of general knowledge.
- Joker rounds – two selected rounds for double points.
- Ponderous Puzzle – a clue each round with points awarded dependent on how quickly it is solved.
- Last Man Standing – a “heads or tails” icebreaker to begin the quiz in style!
- The List – write down ten answers, but be careful not to get one wrong and break the chain!

**WHAT ARE MY QUIZ FORMAT OPTIONS?**

**MULTIMEDIA**

- The ultimate interactive experience.

New Zealand’s most popular quiz package hands down! Run weekly in over 200 venues nationwide. Big screen entertainment where questions are presented interactively, featuring videos, sound bytes, picture teasers, movie clips and images.

**TRADITIONAL**

- Your stock standard quiz event.

Still an old favourite in around 50 weekly quiz venues, it all begins with a handout round, before the rest of the questions are verbally presented in an English pub quiz style format.

**TRADITIONAL WITH NOISE**

- Our traditional quiz with the addition of a music round.

Along with the handout round and the verbally presented questions, we sing along to a round of music in the middle!

**ONE HOUR QUICKIE**

- **Try our Quickfire Quiz.**

Designed for conferences where you have a limited amount of time and the quiz is not the feature point of the evening. 59 minutes is all you need - available in a traditional or multimedia format.

**A GREAT CORPORATE EVENT!**

- We have been delivering successful and entertaining corporate quiz events since 1998. We also work with over 250 pubs and clubs across New Zealand every week, so we have the experience and the nous required to ensure your event is a success.

Whether it’s your company’s conference entertainment, your local school fundraiser, a charity event or a night out at your sports club, you can trust us to provide a hassle-free, fun, yet competitive night of entertainment. Packages are available for a hosted event, or a DIY package. We can also tailor-make your quiz for you at an additional cost.

- Think pop culture, showbiz, movies, fashion, video games, glam, YouTube, apps, music, Twitter, TV and celebrity fails.

Put it all together and you have a night of ‘not-so-serious’ entertainment.

- Six rounds of pop culture and entertainment.
- Fully multimedia on the big screen.
- Joker round – one selected round gets double points.
- Starter for Ten – a quick hand-out to begin.
- Ponderous Puzzle – where clues are given each round.
- Last Man Standing – a “heads or tails” icebreaker.
- The List – ten correct answers in a row.
- Fastest Fingers – teams Google the answer and text it in!

Our exciting entertainment quiz

**BELIEVE IT OR NOT?**

**POP QUIZ**

(Available in Multimedia format only)

- It’s a little bit of pop... and a whole lot of pizazz!

Think pop culture, showbiz, movies, fashion, video games, glam, YouTube, apps, music, Twitter, TV and celebrity fails.